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Introduction 

Tinnitus, the perception of sound that no one else can hear, affects 10-15% of the general population 

(Vona et al., 2017).  Despite being one of mankind’s most common disorders, accurate tools to measure 

the clinical presentation of tinnitus have not been readily available to healthcare providers.  The 

Tinnometer has been developed to address this concern, allowing hearing healthcare providers to 

provide a more accurate, streamlined tinnitus assessment.  In the present study, the perceived pitch 

matching accuracy is compared between the Tinnometer and a conventional audiometer.   

When providing a comprehensive hearing evaluation, hearing healthcare professionals may wish to 

include additional measures designed to improve counseling and treatment services for patients 

suffering from tinnitus.  Such measures typically include tinnitus pitch matching, tinnitus loudness 

matching, and the minimal masking level for tinnitus.  Potential value of these measures has been 

validated in the United States Medicare treatment code that may be billed for reimbursement when all 

three measures are performed (CPT 92625).  For pitch matching and loudness matching, the loudness 

and pitch of a stimulus is systematically adjusted until it matches the perceived pitch and loudness of a 

patient’s tinnitus (Henry & Meikle, 2000).  Minimum masking level is determined by finding the lowest 

level of noise needed to mask the patient’s tinnitus (Mitchell, Vernon & Creedon, 1993).  Noise is 

typically increased, and the difference between the patients previously measured threshold for tinnitus, 

and amount required to mask the tinnitus, is determined to be the minimum masking level. 

Limitation of clinical tinnitus assessments and how the Tinnometer addresses 

these limitations 

As noted by tinnitus researchers, standard audiometers are unable to obtain an accurate pitch match 

(Ohsaki et al., 1990) due to limited pitch resolution.  Specifically, the smallest frequency step size 

available in many clinical audiometers is ½ octave.  The Tinnometer aims to address this limitation by 

allowing higher frequency resolution for pitch matching, down to 1 Hz.  In addition, matching with 

current clinical devices is limited to either pure tones, or narrow band noise.  The Tinnometer also 

addresses this limitation, by allowing the bandwidth and slope of stimuli to be precisely customized to 

match the patient’s tinnitus.  These two features, improved frequency resolution and noise shaping, are 

expected to improve pitch matching accuracy for clinicians using the Tinnometer.  Previously, such 

precise control of matching stimuli was only available within a research setting.   
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Methods 

Goal of the present study was to evaluate the pitch matching capabilities of Tinnometer compared to a 

conventional audiometer.  Perceived pitch matching accuracy was measured with the MedRx 

Tinnometer and with a conventional audiometer (GSI-61).   Eight adults with sensorineural hearing loss 

participated in the study.  All subjects reported binaural, continuous tinnitus.  Each session began with a 

case history, followed by a hearing evaluation.  Subjects then completed loudness and pitch matching of 

their tinnitus with a GSI -61 audiometer.  Subjects then completed pitch matching and loudness 

matching with the Tinnometer.  In addition, the minimum masking level was measured with the 

Tinnometer.  After loudness and pitch matching was completed, patients were asked, “How accurately 

does the presented sound match your tinnitus?”  Responses were recorded using a Likert scale, with 10 

representing a “perfect match (identical)”, a 5 representing “somewhat similar”, and 0 representing 

“very different.”  The resulting measure of perceived pitch matching accuracy was obtained after 

matching with the conventional audiometer (GSI-61) and the Tinnometer.   

Results 

Mean pitch ranking accuracy score with the Tinnometer was significantly higher than the pitch ranking 

accuracy score obtained with the conventional audiometer (p < 0.001).  Statistical results of pitch 

ranking accuracy scores are presented in table 1.  Importantly, all 8 subjects reported higher accuracy 

with the Tinnometer stimuli compared to the conventional audiometer.  This finding is not surprising, 

due to the improved frequency selectivity and frequency shaping capabilities of the Tinnometer.   

 

Device Pitch Matching Accuracy 

Mean Standard Deviation Range 

Tinnometer 9.0 0.9 8-10 

Conventional 

Audiometer 

4.4 1.1 3-6 

Table 1: Mean, standard deviation and range of perceived pitch matching accuracy ranks, with both the 

Tinnometer and conventional audiometer.  
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Figure 1: Perceived pitch matching accuracy ranks for individual subjects, and mean results. 

Since clinicians may feel that they do not have adequate time to include a tinnitus assessment into their 

audiological evaluations, test time required to perform pitch matching, loudness matching, and 

minimum masking level procedures was also recorded.  As mentioned previously, these three 

procedures have clinical relevance, as all three must be performed to result in a billable treatment 

procedure for tinnitus assessment.  With the Tinnometer, average test time for all three procedures was 

7:07 minutes, ranging from 5:11 to 9:10 minutes.  Some clinicians, particularly those working a medical 

setting, may not have extra time for tinnitus assessment.  However, inclusion of a tinnitus assessment 

with the Tinnometer, following a comprehensive hearing evaluation, seems feasible given the test time 

of less than 10 minutes.  In addition to more routine testing, this information may prove valuable, 

especially in counseling patients whose chief complaint is tinnitus. For example, recent advances have 

led to the discovery of “hidden hearing loss,” which may result in tinnitus that is not reflected on the 

conventional audiogram (Schaette and McAlpine, 2011).  Counseling such patients is sometimes difficult, 

because audiometric results may show normal findings.  In such cases, results from the tinnitus 

assessment help greatly in counseling, by allowing clinicians characterize what the patient is 

experiencing, outside the results of the audiogram. 

Conclusions 

When providing an assessment of tinnitus, results obtained with the Tinnometer are significantly more 

accurate than those obtained with a conventional audiometer.  Use of the Tinnometer will allow 

clinicians to provide better counseling and program treatment devices with greater accuracy.  The 

Tinnometer represents a significant advancement in the assessment of tinnitus. The Tinnometer allows 

clinicians the ability to assess tinnitus quickly with a level of precision previously only available in a 

research setting.  In addition, the Tinnometer package offered by MedRx includes standardized 

questionnaires, which are essential in counseling and tracking outcomes for tinnitus patients.  The 

Tinnometer provides hearing professionals a complete solution to diagnosis and management of the 

tinnitus patient.  
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